KONK FOAM INSECTICIDE II

PRESSURIZED CONTACT & RESIDUAL CRACK, CREVICE INSECTICIDE SPRAY FOAM

FOR CONTROL OF CRAWLING INSECTS: Spiders, Sowbugs, Earwigs, Cockroaches, Crickets, Millipedes, Silverfish, Ants, Fleas, Carpet beetles, Brown Dog Ticks.

[For Control of Exposed Nests of Wasps, Bees, Yellow Jackets, and Hornets]

DOMESTIC GUARANTEE:

Pyrethrins 0.050 %
N-octyl bicycloheptene dicarboximide 0.250 %
Permethrin 0.200 %

REG. NO. 32617 P.C.P. ACT

NET CONTENTS 100-600 g

CAUTION

EXPLOSIVE

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
READ THE LABEL BEFORE USING

Acuity Holdings Inc dba Amrep
11627 – 178 Street
Edmonton, AB T5S 1N6
(905) 570-2903
[OPTIONAL MARKETING STATEMENTS – for use on container label and/or lid]

[SPRAYS UPSIDE DOWN]
[SPRAYS IN ANY POSITION]
[ALL ANGLE SPRAY]
[SPRAYS 360°]
[WATER BASED]
[COMFORT BUTTON/ACTUATOR]
[USER FRIENDLY] [READY TO USE]

[PROVIDES RESIDUAL KILLING ACTION]
[FAST ACTION]

[INDOOR & OUTDOOR USE]
[NON FLAMMABLE]
[CONTAINS A BOTANICAL INSECTICIDE DERIVED FROM THE CHRYSANTHEMUM FLOWER]
[CONTAINS PYRETHRIN, A BOTANICAL PESTICIDE]
[CONTAINS CHRYSANTHEMUM FLOWER PYRETHRUM]

[TRIPLE ACTION JET SPRAY [FOAM] THREAT!- ACCURATE FOAM, REACHES ROOF EAVES, KILLS RETURNING INSECTS ]
[STICKY FOAM KILLS WASPS RAPIDLY]
[DELIVERS A POWERFUL FOAM QUIET] SPRAY]
[USE [APPLY][SPRAY] WITH ACCURACY]
[REACHES NESTS UNDER ROOF EAVES, AROUND CARPORTS, DOORWAYS, WINDOW FRAMES, AND OTHER OUTDOOR AREAS]
[TRAPS INSECTS IN THE NEST- KILLS [RAPIDLY] ON CONTACT]
[DROPS WASPS RAPIDLY]

[KILLS WASPS, YELLOW JACKETS, AND HORNETS ON CONTACT [GIVES RAPID KNOCKDOWN AND KILL]
[GINES RAPID CONTACT KILL AND RESIDUAL KILL OF INSECTS RETURNING TO THE TREATED NEST]
[FOAM [JET] SPRAY]
[STICKY FOAM STOPS KILLS WITHIN SECONDS]
[ACCURATE FOAM SPRAY]
[KILLS RETURNING INSECTS]
[COATS NESTS]

[FOAM INCREASES ACCURACY AND PRECISION OF PRODUCT PLACEMENT]
[EXPANDING FOAM]
[BARRIER SPRAY]
[BLEAKETS WASP AND HORNET NESTS]
[Jet STREAM]
[SPRAY NESTS SAFELY FROM 2-2.5 M (6-8 FEET)]
[FAST KNOCKDOWN] [FAST ACTION]
[NON STAINING]
[KILLS ANTS IN CRACKS AND CREVICES]
[FOAM REACHES AND KILLS ANTS WHERE THEY HIDE]

DIRECTIONS FOR USE:

SHAKE WELL BEFORE USE. [Remove protective cap and insert [applicator wand/extension tube/wand/applicator] into spray nozzle before using.] [Wait approx. 30 seconds [before spraying] [to allow formula to [settle]/[equilibrate]] [& for optimal stream].

For use indoors as a crack and crevice treatment to control ants, spiders, sowbugs, earwigs, cockroaches, crickets, millipedes, silverfish, fleas, carpet beetles and brown dog ticks. KONK FOAM INSECTICIDE II can also be used outdoors to control ants in cracks and crevices.

Indoor Use:

FOR CONTROL OF CRAWLING INSECTS: Ants, spiders, sowbugs, earwigs, cockroaches, crickets, millipedes, silverfish, fleas, carpet beetles and brown dog ticks indoors. Spray directly into cracks and crevices particularly under baseboards where these pests like to go. Spray into hard to reach places, behind refrigerators, washers, under sinks, between cabinets, under counters and other places where these pests hide. Do not use in areas where it can be mopped away. LIMITATIONS: Do not use on humans or animals. Do not use as a space spray.

Outdoor Use:
For the control of ants outdoors. Gently insert the (wand or applicator wand or extension tube) as far as possible into cracks and crevices in driveways, patios, sidewalks, or interlocking brick where ants hide. (Pull or Push or Depress) (trigger or nozzle) and allow foam to fill the area. Stop spraying when the foam comes back out the crack or crevice. For best results, treat all cracks and crevices in the area where ants are found.

(denotes alternative text)

(FOR CONTROL OF WASPS, BEES, HORNETS & YELLOW JACKETS.
From a distance of 2 to 2.5 metres (6-8 feet), with the wind coming from behind, point applicator wand in direction of the insect nest. Depress nozzle, and continue spraying until the opening of the nest is completely covered with the insecticide foam. Because the insects will now be unable to leave the nest, insert the applicator wand into the nest opening and fill the nest space (or void where nest is located) with the insecticide foam. If the nest is accessible, allow sufficient time for insects to become inactive before destroying the nest. APPLICATION TO NESTS SHOULD BE MADE IN LATE EVENING OR EARLY MORNING WHEN INSECTS ARE AT REST. LIMITATIONS: Do not use inside homes, on humans or animals. Do not use as a space spray.)

Use Tips:
Spray only if there is no wind or breeze.
Avoid spraying vegetation directly.
Rinse with water any desirable foliage that is contacted with spray.)
[Application to vinyl and aluminum siding (particularly lightly colored, aged, weathered or otherwise damaged) may result in staining, bleaching or discoloration. Factors such as extreme heat and direct sunlight can promote damage. Always pre-test a small inconspicuous area to be treated, for colour fastness and staining. Pre-test siding. Evaluate 30 minutes after test application for potential staining. Never apply to vinyl or aluminum siding while exposed to direct sunlight or during the heat of day. Do not apply to tapestries, wall paper or similar materials that may stain.]

PRECAUTIONS: KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN. May cause eye or skin irritation. Harmful if swallowed, inhaled or absorbed through skin. Provide adequate ventilation of area being treated. Avoid contact with skin, eyes and clothing. Do not inhale spray mist. DO NOT USE ON HUMANS, PLANTS, ANIMALS, FOOD STUFF, FOOD UTENSILS, FISHBOWLS OR ANIMAL FEED AREAS. Wash thoroughly with soap and warm water after using. Do not allow children or pets to contact treated areas until surfaces are thoroughly dry. Cover or remove exposed food before use. Do not contaminate food, food containers, utensils, food preparation areas. Remove pets and cover ornamental fish ponds before spraying. Toxic to bees, fish and wildlife. Do not contaminate any body of water. Do not contaminate animal feeding areas. Contents under pressure. Do not place in hot water or near radiators, stoves or other sources of heat. Do not store or use above 50°C as container may burst. Avoid freezing. Do not puncture or incinerate container. **Do not use this product in or on electrical equipment due to possibility of shock hazard.**

FIRST AID: IF ON SKIN OR CLOTHING, Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Call a poison control centre or doctor for treatment advice. IF IN EYES, Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. Call a poison control centre or doctor for treatment advice. IF SWALLOWED, Call a poison control centre or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by a poison control centre or doctor. Do not give any liquid to the person. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person. Take container, label or product name and Pest Control Product Registration Number with you when seeking medical attention.

TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION: This product contains petroleum distillates. Vomiting may cause aspiration pneumonia. Treat symptomatically.

DISPOSAL: When container is empty, press button to release all pressure. Do not re-use. Do not throw into fire. Wrap in newspaper and then discard in household garbage.